**INLETS TO BE RECONSTRUCTED (SPECIAL) (LCDOT)**

Effective: August 1, 2011  
Revised: May 21, 2014

**Description:** This work shall consist of sawcutting and removing a portion of an existing 1258 box inlet, installing a precast reinforced concrete flat slab top, a 4” riser, and a frame and grate/frame and lid.

**General:** The work shall be performed according to Section 602 [inlet] and Section 604 [frame and grate] of the “Standard Specifications”, IDOT Standard Drawing 602601 [flat slab top], the appropriate IDOT Standard Drawing for the frame and grate/frame and lid, LCDOT Standard Drawing LC6001 [inlet reconstruction] and the following:

*The frame and grate/lid shall be as shown on the plans.*

**Basis of Payment:** This work will be paid for at the contract unit price each for INLETS TO BE RECONSTRUCTED (SPECIAL). *The unit price shall include all labor, equipment and materials necessary to complete the work.*